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This 750 square foot
model train display
presents how energy
is made and used in
America, and gives you
a look into the future
of building strategies.
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This “Special Issue” focuses primarily on
the Prudent Living Train. If you’ve not seen
our magazine before, please be aware that
our “regular” quarterly issues of Prudent
Living Magazine deliver a full spectrum of
topics to readers who wish to think and live
more prudently. Issues typically include
the following sections or columns: What’s
New & What’s News, Our Social Network,

Because It’s Time, How’s That Work?, On the
Home Front, Advice from Homesteader Lisa
Barthuly, Prudence and Your Health, Prudent
Living Finances, Frugal Family Fun, Energy
Saving Tips, and insights from the editor. You
can check out our past issues for free online
at: prudentliving.com/magazine/past-issues.
Our Fall 2013 issue will be posted online in
late September.
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Seeing is Believing
by Dave Biebel, Editor-in-Chief
The issue of Prudent Living Magazine you’re reading is
special in many ways. For one thing, it’s our first Special Edition, taking the slot of our regularly scheduled
Summer 2013 issue. We will return to our seasonal
pattern and regular content with the Fall 2013 issue,
due for release in late September.
Secondly, this is our first printed issue, and if that
is what you’re looking at (versus the online version,
which is being released simultaneously) we trust that
you will view it as we do – a collector’s item worthy of
an honored place on any coffee table. Copies will only
be available for a limited time, and are being printed
to celebrate the Grand Opening of The Prudent Living Train display at LaValley Building Supply in West
Lebanon, New Hampshire.
We designed this issue with education in mind,
expecting that many young people will “board” the
Prudent Living Train, accompanied by their parents
or teachers, in the foreseeable future. Copies of this
issue will be available on location, as long as they last,
to augment the information presented in the diorama
and also to act as a vivid reminder of what can be seen
and learned there about the past, present, and future
of energy.

President of the company, and visionary of the “training project,” Paul Biebel, says, “The train project
brings me a great deal of satisfaction for several reasons. When I see young children enjoying it, as depicted on the cover, it makes me feel like that alone made
it worth doing. But I am also fulfilled when I see them
look beyond the trains and begin to understand our
message of hope. Whenever we can combine pleasure
with education and positive solutions come out, everybody wins. That’s the kind of thing I held my breath
on during the many months of construction.”
There is an instant wow factor when you see the
display for the first time, which energizes the learning
experience. It’s hard to believe that in this one room
there are four trains looping around various sources
of energy from old to new, each of them explained
by educational posters where one of the trains passes
by that energy source. There are three different elevations with caves and tunnels as well as mountains and
rivers, along with dinosaurs for fun. The attention to
detail and scale is one of the display’s most impressive characteristics, from a dam and bridges to “Irene’s
Diner” (which is underground), to the scale model of
a local biomass facility. You have to see it in order to
comprehend how amazing the display really is.
Right from the start, we’ve received many encouraging
and supportive comments and even some great ques-

tions. At the grand opening someone asked
Paul Biebel, “Can you still build a house and
think of it as an investment?” To which he
immediately replied, “We can build you a
house that pays you back!”
This interchange illustrates what can happen
in people’s minds when they begin to realize that, with our company’s knowledge and
experience using technologies and building
techniques related to renewable resources,
their house can return to its rightful place
as an asset instead of the liability that many
homes have become in recent years. This
is cutting edge stuff, worthy of everyone’s
consideration, whether building a new home
or renovating an existing structure. The train
diorama, with many renewable energy options
depicted, sows the seeds of hope for a brighter
future in the minds of adults and kids, alike.
And it’s not just for homeowners, because
business applications are also depicted, some
of them likely to save money while identifying that business as environmentally friendly,
which customers are taking more seriously
with each passing day.
You can be connected to our growing Prudent
Living Community by visiting our website at:
prudentliving.com and signing up for whatever resources you would like to receive. Choose
from our quarterly Prudent Living Magazine,
to our bi-weekly Prudent Living Newsletter, to On the Home Front (our popular blog
hosted by Nancy Wolff), to Jebediah’s Weekly
Tip, or the Prudent Living Market. See page
45 for more on these resources.
We do this all, “because it’s time.” It’s time
someone initiated a movement focused on
education and encouragement related to
prudent living. We have. It’s time someone
became a “go to” source for answers to questions related to renewable energy. We are. The
train setup is great, combining entertainment
and education, but it’s not an end in itself. It’s
a means to an end; specifically, to help people
see what can be. And since seeing is believing,
to help them believe that, too.
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Prudent Living Train - ALL ABOARD!

electric dam whose inspiration came from the Wilder
Dam. We also show nuclear power plants but in so
doing, we show a train going back and forth with the
waste because nobody seems to know what to do with
it. We demonstrate how fossil fuels are converted into
energy, as well. Although they’re not “local,” our nation depends heavily on them and our energy display
wouldn’t have been complete without them.

The Story Behind the Story
The Prudent Living Train display at LaValley Building Supply in West
Lebanon, NH, tells a story about the history of energy and offers a glimpse
into the future of how sustainable strategies are contributing more and
more to finding solutions to our nation’s appetite for energy. The following interview by PLI Magazine (PLI) of Paul Biebel (PB), chief visionary
behind the development of the project, tells the story behind the story.

PLI: What are some of the other educational elements you designed into the project?

PLI: The history of energy use goes back to prehistoric times. How did
you decide where to start?
PB: Well, I was born in 1953, so I decided to date the models from that
era. In a sense, this is my story about how I have observed energy development during my lifetime. This display could have been two or three
times bigger. If time, money, and space had allowed, I would have added
a cityscape with sea ports and subways, too. To be thorough, it would
have included offshore drilling rigs, and other things. But since space was
limited, I chose to stay local and build models that folks around here would
recognize. So, with the exception of oil refineries and coal mining, the
model features the kind of energy producers we find close to home.
PLI: Did you have a theme in mind as you started to develop the vision?

Paul Biebel is the founder and
visionary for Prudent Living Inc. He
has also served as President and CEO
of Biebel Builders, Inc, a company
that has been designing and building
high quality homes since 1976. Since
the turn of the century, with the
advent of emerging new technologies,
his interests have directed him toward
helping his customers make sound and
prudent investments into many areas
of their lives and also to the homes
they live in. This passion has evolved
into his newest venture – Prudent
Living, a company that offers products
and services that support a more
prudent way of life.
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PB: The official theme of the display is “How America makes energy and
how we use it.” It’s a non-political display with an emphasis on education,
demonstrating some of the innovative solutions to the challenges that lie
ahead with our increasing population and dependency on all forms of
energy required to live our daily lives. To me, our energy dependency is a
little bit like our national budget. We keep adding more and more luxuries
until they become essentials and when it comes time to cut back, there are
no good choices. At least that was true until technology gave us renewable energy and building products that allow us to build homes that are
becoming so energy efficient that they literally have the capacity to generate as much energy as they consume. The day is coming when homes will
not require central heating as we know it. As costs for renewable energy
continue to come down and the ability to build energy neutral homes
becomes standard practice, it is likely that entire communities will be built
that can replenish the resources they consume. Some refer to these kinds of
homes as net-zero because they strive for zero energy usage and zero carbon emissions. According to Efficiency Vermont’s latest newsletter, several
states including Vermont have set a comprehensive energy goal that all new
residential and commercial construction be designed to net zero energy
standards by 2030.
PLI: How would you describe the role of trains in this whole scenario?
PB: Trains are the most efficient means by which we transport products
and people, so we need our trains more than ever! Trains also bring smiles;

PB: My goal was to demonstrate the benefits and
challenges that each “energy producing” industry has
to face. We had some fun building scale models of
some rather innovative energy generators, like “Biomass” and “Cowpower.” These were scratch-built
especially Lionel trains. I like that. Whoever said that
you can’t mix fun and entertainment with education
needs to get a life!
PLI: How challenging was it to build an exhibit this
large to scale, and why would you bother?
PB: Attention to detail is something we try to practice day-by-day, and it seemed only right that if this
display was going to educate, that it should be as accurate as possible. The four trains that run in the front
part are 1/48th scale and other components toward
the back at 1/64th scale to provide perspective, given
the small space.
So we included scale model examples of some of the
local power generators in our region, like a hydromodels of local facilities and they were fascinating to
me. It took most of the winter to build them as we
had to physically visit the biomass plant as well as the
Wilder Dam and the farm and measure them; sketch
them out on AutoCad and then build them to 1/64th
scale. I was glad when the custom models were finally
finished but I also enjoyed building them because I
learned a lot of new things about them in the process.
PLI: Describe some of the more innovative elements
of the design.
PB: In addition to the focus on hydro-electric, nuclear, coal, oil, natural gas, biomass and cowpower, the
diorama says a lot about renewable energy and how
it can benefit communities and individual homeowners. I felt that the best way to convey this message
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was to show it in scale model form. I am especially
fond of several modes of displaying solar PV systems.
One is a carport that, in my opinion, should become
standard in all municipalities. They provide shade and
protection for parking while generating electricity at
the same time. Another is an elevated solar array that
allows for farming to continue beneath them. This
represents a “soft protest” that is dear to my heart as
I hate to see prime agricultural soils being sacrificed
for the sake of a solar array. We can do both, and why
not? Why not allow the farmer to harvest kilowatts all
year round while continuing to farm the soils underneath as the seasons permit? This can only help his
bottom line since the soils lie dormant for months at
a time, but electricity is generated whenever the sun
shines. Finally, I show a variety of solar arrays on flat
roofs of commercial enterprises as well as garden arrays for individual homeowners.

because when Hurricane Irene took out most of our
house and barns, I was, at first, happy that my solar
hot water system on the roof had survived. Then, as I
rebuilt the house, it didn’t occur to me that there was
no power to the pumps. So the glycol overheated and
my system needed some rebuilding. That was when
I promised myself that I would never recommend
installing a solar hot water system that needed maintenance if I could accomplish the same thing with a few
more solar PV panels and a hybrid electric hot water
heater - all at a savings of close to $2,000.00 over solar
hot water. In my mind, for personal residence, it’s a
no-brainer. Solar Hot Water is still a viable Renewable
Energy alternative for Commercial Applications, for
sure.
PLI: What kind of feedback have you received?

PLI: What renewable systems did you omit?
PB: You won’t see any solar hot water systems. That’s
because, in my opinion, it makes much more sense
to add a few photo voltaic (PV) panels that would
offset the electrical consumption from a hybrid electric hot water heater. Those of us who own solar hot
water systems know all too well that there are a lot
of moving parts and glycol and plumbing that needs
constant care and observation. I know this personally
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PB: People often ask what inspired me to build it and
I tell them about my affection for model trains and
how we built a small train display for a general store
in the town of Brownsville, Vermont, that consisted
of five interactive dioramas telling a story of how our
use of energy has a direct effect on our environment. I
have discovered that when our formulas to help solve
our energy challenges of the future combine energy
conservation strategies with education and environmental health, we begin to feel a little more control
over our lives and also something that we haven’t felt
in a long time - hope.

PLI: Having done this now twice, on different
scales, would you do it again?
PB: The whole project was very pleasant to work
on. It was especially challenging to make it all fit on
benches that were constrained in size by the elevator
that we would use to take them to the second floor at
the LaValley store. My first display in Brownsville was
comprised of five benches. This one had something
close to sixty-five benches. I spent a lot of time moving things around on my CAD program until they fit.
But they not only had to fit. They had to flow with
their message. In some cases, like with the biomass
facility, I discovered that the actual space I needed for
it was more than three times the space I had allotted so it was a big challenge to fit that one in there.
The cowpower farm was inspired by some real ones
in Vermont. But the farm that I modeled is only an
organic farm; not a milking farm. It’s the farm where I
met my wife and was adopted into the Rotoba family.
It’s a beautiful farm to this day, so I chose to break the
rules on my own model and just pretend that it was a
cowpower farm, anyway. I suppose that if her family had been able to keep the farm as the dairy farm
it was when I met her, then maybe cowpower could
have saved it.

more than just a few changes. They took it all in stride
and were very patient with some of the things I asked
them to do. Then there are the unsung heroes, like
Matt and Josh from Brite-Lite Electric, who spent
most of their time on their backs rolling around on
creepers doing the wiring for all the lights, accessories,
transformers, timers, and track. Nathan was my computer expert who also enjoyed developing the content
for people to read. Bill is our graphic designer who
was responsible for the design for the custom painting
of the trains and the posters and even the small signs
on the layout. Peter, from Massachusetts, is the man
who spent the winter custom painting our engines
and cars with the Prudent Living colors. My finish
carpenters, like Gary and our framing crew, all contributed to building the benchwork and even a few
models, as well as the entire enclosure of glass. Finally,
I am grateful for LaValley Building Supply for their
support and belief in our Prudent Living message. We
look forward to working alongside them to provide
answers to the kind of energy questions that people
are asking but don’t know where to find answers they
can trust. Now they can find answers and solutions all
in one place.

But doing something like this is energizing. Sometimes I wish I was born thirty years later. All this
energy innovation is incredible. I get so excited when
I lay a solar panel down and watch it light up a lightbulb just from laying in the sun. Building the display
was also therapeutic. Although I spent most of the
winter doing close to double shifts and lying awake at
night because my creative juices wouldn’t let me sleep,
I have to say it was worth it in more ways than one.
And, now that we know how to do a display like this
on such a large scale, yes, we might do again someday.
PLI: Of course you say “we” because an effort like
this involves a whole team.
PB: Anyone who understands the cost of labor and
materials and track and trains and electronics and
accessories, etc., plus glass enclosures and graphic arts,
will know that this was no small undertaking for a
couple of guys to build in seven months. I am grateful for my son, Tim, and my wife for believing in me
and supporting the project. I also thank Jimmy and
Steve, my primary modelers, who had to put up with
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Prudent Living Train - The Four Railroads
Dam & Nuke Railroad

Coal & Gas Railroad

The Dam and Nuke Railroad runs atop the Valley’s
ridge; the most scenic of the four Prudent Living
Train loops. The first rail to be put into service, it
originally made stops to service the Nuclear Power
Facility and the Hydropower Facility, from which
it derives its name. Later, when the Wind Farm was
constructed atop the Whisk Mountain peak, the
railway was extended to service that facility as well,
adding its third and final stop along with a beautiful
subterranean tunnel where it now makes one of its
two u-turns. The other is a tunnel that undercuts the
Coal Mountain Pass, though the D&N railway was
in service before the Coal Mine. Servicing the Wind
Farm also created a practical rail stop for many of the
Valley’s attractions that are off the beaten path. Many
ATV enthusiasts travel the rail to reach the riding
trails on the face of Whisk Mountain, while others
travel the rail simply for its majestic view from atop
the Connectiquechee Dam.

The Coal and Gas Railroad was built shortly after the
coal mine was finished. The second of the rail lines to
be put into service, it was not completed until after
the Natural Gas Facility began extracting natural gas
from the Coal Mine’s deepest coal beds. Since the
railway was already built, it was put into service for
both the Coal Mine and Natural Gas Facility, which is
where it gets its name. Sometime later, when importing oil became less cost effective than drilling, the
Valley caught a lucky break and discovered oil right
along the rails of the Coal and Gas Railroad where the
Oil Well is today. The Natural gas facility was remodeled to include a crude oil refinery, evolving it into
the large fossil fuel facility that it is today. The Coal
and Gas Railroad is the railway that takes on the bulk
of shipping in the Valley as shipping by train is the

In recent years, as the Valley began to become more
energy conscious, private energy consumption has
dropped off considerably. However, utility scale energy capacity remained high. The Energy Commission
partnered with other utility companies outside the
Valley to share the excess power generated from the
Connectiquechee Dam and the Biomass Facility. This
required the construction of the high tension wires
that cross over the railway.
These high tension wires were a source of controversy
as some Valley residence complained of their unsightly
appearance and because large sections of forest were
cut down during construction. However, when they
were completed and the Energy Commission began
selling the excess electricity, a large tax cut was issued
and several improvements were made to the quality of
the Valley community, effectively quelling any complaints.
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most efficient shipping method due to its ability to
haul large amounts of goods while still carrying passengers. To save time and money, the railway doesn’t
make special tourist stops on its journey, though the
Department of Tourism for the Valley has decided to
allow tourists to stop at the Coal Mine, Oil Well, and
Natural Gas Facilities for educational tours. This also
allows tourists a chance to ride over the Energy Union
Bridge, the Valley’s longest and oldest bridge.
The Coal and Gas Railroad created a source of controversy when the Valley’s local high school students
pointed out that, when the words of the name was
said in quick succession it could be taken as offensive.
The Valley’s Department of Transportation and the
Shipping Authority met to discuss a name change, but
it was unanimously voted down citing the Railway’s
historical significance and the excessive financial burden a name change would put on local tax payers.
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Upper Valley Railroad

Prudent Express

The Upper Valley Railroad was built shortly after the
Coal and Gas Railroad was put into service. When
natural gas and oil production grew there was a need
to expand train service. A short time later the railway was decommissioned after a tragic accident that
caused a fuel spill where the drive-in theatre sits.

The Prudent Express is the last railway to be put into
service. The Board of Tourism in the Valley realized
quickly that a fourth train was needed to service the
community’s more practical interests. Primarily a
tourism railway, it was built in order to showcase the
Valley proper in a roundabout meandering loop, taking visitors along the Connectiquechee River near the
base of the Whisk Mountain, giving a view of the Biomass Facility in its entirety before looping back under
the Energy Union Bridge. It continues underneath
the overpass of the Energy Highway, where onlookers
can see the train pass as they exit onto Prudent Living
Way, the only exit on the highway that grants access
to the Prudent Living Train, or the Valley proper.
The rail follows the Valley curving around the site of
the Upper Valley Railroad’s fuel spill. Years of effort
to reclaim the area have paid off and now visitors are
welcome. The drive-in theatre has brought some novelty to the area, and new businesses are popping up,
including the auto body shop, and junk yard.

The accident spurred the Valley to begin considering other, safer and more sustainable alternatives for
fuel and energy. Although banning coal and oil from
the Valley entirely is both impractical and economically unfeasible, reducing reliance on fossil fuels was
deemed necessary by the Energy Commission citing
the reason that frivolous use of finite resources was
irresponsible. Shortly after, major construction was
undertaken on the wood burning Biomass Facility.
Due to the increased demand for wood in the Valley,
there was a need for an efficient way to transport cast
off wood materials to the Biomass Facility, and the
impressive efficiency of train transport convinced the
Valley Chamber of Commerce and the Valley Energy
Commission to put the railway back into service.

Later, after the Biomass facility’s success, the Energy
Commission helped to fund the Rotoba Farm’s conversion to Biomass electricity generation, also known
as “Cow Power.” The venture was so successful that
Rotoba was able to use extra income to install additional solar panels over their agricultural fields. Today,
the Upper Valley Railroad makes stops at all three
alternative energy projects to promote knowledge and
tourism. Passengers can ride the train and appreciate its history, beginning with a long trip tunneling
under the coal mine before getting a close look at the
Biomass Facility. It then crosses the Connectiquechee
Gorge and makes stops at the Solar PV fields, and the
Rotoba Farm, making it popular with tourists.
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The drive-in has caused some hullaballoo, citing that
the second train has caused unacceptable noise pollution. The Chamber of Commerce has agreed to erect a
sound barrier between the tracks and theatre, though
it is a slow process as the architect has redesigned the
barrier several times.
The Prudent Express continues along the floor of the
Valley where it is given a view of the Prudent Living Community, the Valley’s newest project which
includes geothermal technologies for heating, solar
power, and a community garden. The train then loops
around to the ongoing reclamation efforts on the
other side of the Valley; showing that, although progress has been made, there is still more to be done.

What a wonderful way to expose youth to the sources of energy available
to us. The models of these sources displayed within our local communities
are a real work of art. A great educational experience! -Janice Collins
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Dam & Nuke Railroad Tour

which are east of the Mississippi.
rare. The US mines its own uranium, but before it can
be used for fuel the U-235 must be processed.
How Does It Work?

Nuclear Energy
Wind Energy
Hydropower

Nuclear Energy
What is Nuclear Energy?
Nuclear energy is the energy found in the nucleus of
an atom–tiny particles that make up all the matter in
the universe. There is a huge amount of energy that
holds together the nucleus of an atom. A “nuclear reaction” is a process that breaks the energy bonds of the
nucleus either to split or add material to the nucleus,
which releases large amounts of heat.
What is a Nuclear Reaction?
Two types of nuclear reactions produce energy:
Fission – In nuclear fission, the nucleus of an atom
is split apart to form smaller atoms. When the bonds
are split, large amounts of energy are released. Nuclear
power plants use this energy to produce electricity.
Fusion – In nuclear fusion, two smaller atoms are
combined together (or fused) to form a larger atom.
This is the process by which the sun creates energy.
All currently operating nuclear power plants use fission to create electricity.
What is Used for Fuel?
The most widely used fuel for nuclear reactions is
uranium. Uranium is a very common metal found in
rocks all over the world, though not all uranium can
be used in a nuclear reaction. Only a certain kind of
uranium called U-235 can be used and it is relatively
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During nuclear fission, a very tiny particle called a
neutrino is propelled at extremely high speed into a
uranium atom and it collides with the U-235 nucleus
so violently that the nucleus splits, releasing an intense
amount of energy in the form of heat and radiation.
More neutrinos are also released from the split atom
containing enough energy to propel them into other
nearby uranium atoms and the process repeats itself
over and over creating a chain reaction.
How is It Turned Into Electricity?

• Nuclear power has generated about 1/5 of the US’s
total electricity every year since 1990.
• Nuclear Power plants are famous for the shape of
their cooling towers, but not every nuclear plant
has them.
• The white gas coming out of the cooling towers is
just water vapor, nothing else.
Challenges of Nuclear Energy
Radioactive Waste – While nuclear energy doesn’t create a lot of waste, the waste that it does create is volatile and radioactive. That presents the unique problem
of finding adequate and safe disposal methods that do
not contaminate the ecosystem.

Did You Know?
The railway station in the model
is based on the Claremont
Concord Railroad station in
Claremont, NH.

Since the energy from a nuclear reaction is in the form
of heat, nuclear power plants use that heat to create
steam pressure which turns a steam turbine, like most
fossil fuel or biomass power plants.

tive media attention. As such, the public opinion of
nuclear power is fairly negative because, while the
potential for accidents is very low, when an accident
happens the results can be catastrophic.

The Process

Non-Renewable – Nuclear energy is created using a
uranium isotope which is not very common. Once it
is used, it cannot be used again. It is not in imminent
danger of running out (like fossil fuels) but it is not
infinite, either.

• Uranium fuel is formed into ceramic pellets about
the size of your fingertip.
• Uranium pellets are stacked end-to-end in 12-foot
metal fuel rods.

Benefits of Nuclear Energy

• Fuel rods are bundled together, sometimes by the
hundreds, to form a fuel assembly.
• The reactor core is where the fuel assemblies are
placed for the neutrino collisions.
• After fission occurs, the heat given off is used to boil
water into steam which turns the turbine blades.
• The steam is then cooled in a separate structure
called a cooling tower where it condenses back into
water and is used again.
Nuclear Power Facts
• 100 percent of nuclear power in the US is used to
create electricity.
• There are 64 nuclear power plants in the US,
containing 104 reactors.
• There is a nuclear power plant in 31 states, most of

Necessarily Strict Regulations – Nuclear radiation is
extremely dangerous. Not only the hazardous waste,
but the reactor core in nuclear facilities is also very
dangerous. The safety measures and government
regulations are extremely dense; so much so, in fact,
that no new nuclear facilities have been built in the
US since 1996 (though additional reactors have been
approved in existing facilities).
Bad Publicity – Even though nuclear facilities in the
US have a very good track record, and mandated
safety procedures and building codes make nuclear
facilities relatively safe, the few accidents that have
occurred over the years have received a lot of nega-

Zero Emissions – Nuclear energy is very clean. No air
pollution is created, and when the process is properly
regulated there is no pollution whatsoever. That is, of
course, if the radioactive waste material is properly
disposed of (which is not easy).
Very Efficient – Nuclear energy is extremely efficient.
To put this in perspective, consider that nuclear fuel
pellets contain roughly 1 ounce of fuel. That 1 ounce
produces energy roughly equivalent to 150 gallons of
petroleum or 1,000 metric tons of coal.
Inexpensive for Consumers – Because of its efficiency,
in 2010 the cost for the customer (you) for 1 kWh
of nuclear energy was 2/3 of a cent (that’s 2/3 of 1
penny). To put that in perspective, fossil fuel generated electricity costs 2.77 cents for the same amount. In
other words, nuclear energy costs the consumer (you)
a little more than 410 percent less than fossil fuels.
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Wind Energy
What is Wind?
Winds are caused by the uneven heating of the atmosphere by the sun, irregularities of the earth’s surface,
and rotation of the earth.
What is Wind Power?
Wind power is the use of wind to power machines.
The term “power” here is to be understood as using
the wind, rather than manpower as a means to accomplish a specific task. “Power” does not necessarily
mean it works through the use of electricity; many
machines, such as grain mills, have been “powered” by
windmills using gears or pulley systems, and sailboats
are a simple example of the use of “wind power.”
How Does Wind Create Electricity?
Wind is harnessed for electricity through the use of
a wind turbine, which is basically a windmill that
turns as the wind blows to create kinetic energy that
is converted to electricity by a generator. The process
is similar to a hand crank generator, only the wind
pushes the crank instead of your hand. Most often the

generators are used to charge a bank of batteries or
an accumulator, which stores the power for later use,
since the wind isn’t always blowing.
Ancient Use
• The first known use of wind for power was the first
sailboat, built in roughly 5,500 BC.
• The Babylonians used windmills for a mass irrigation
project in the 17th century BC.
• Windmills used as a source for powering grain mills
and water pumps has been in practice since as early
as the 9th century AD.
History of Wind Used for Electricity
The first known windmill used to generate electricity
was built in Scotland by Professor James Blyth in July
1887. It was 33 feet high and made with cloth sails
that generated power stored in accumulators. Blyth
used his windmill primarily for the lights in his cottage, making his the first wind powered house in the
world. He offered to let his home town of Maykirk,
Scotland use his excess power, but they turned down
the offer citing the reason that electricity was “the
work of the Devil.” Later Blyth built a larger wind
turbine that provided emergency power to the local
Lunatic Asylum and Infirmary.
The first electricity generating windmill in the US
was developed by Charles Brush in Cleveland, Ohio.
Brush’s windmill was much larger than Blyth’s with a
rotor that was 56 feet in diameter set atop a 60 foot
tower. It held 144 blades, which made it heavy and
inefficient. Thus, although it was very large (even by
today’s standards) it was rated for only 12 kW; barely
enough to power the equipment in his laboratory.

complaints. 1) The size and speed of the rotor blades
can cause a significant amount of noise as they pass
through the air. 2) Wind turbines are large, ugly,
and can be seen from a great distance away. 3) Wind
turbines cause a shadow flicker, or a glare as the blades
rotate. Because of these things, many people complain
that they are an unsightly public annoyance. Offshore
wind turbines are not a solution, since they are so
large they can often be seen from shore.
Inconsistent – Because the wind isn’t always blowing,
one of the largest challenges in creating energy from
the wind is finding a way to store the excess energy
during times of high production so that there is
enough energy during times of low wind.

Did You Know?
The Connectiquechee Dam is
modeled after the Wilder Dam on
the Connecticut River between
Wilder, VT, and Hanover, NH.

Benefits of Wind Power
Clean Energy – Wind turbines have zero emissions,
and because of their relatively small physical footprint–they take up relatively tiny amounts of usable
land-space–using wind energy has a much smaller environmental impact than most other forms of energy.
Economics – Because the turbines can be placed in
any area with a relatively consistent wind, they can be
built on farm lands, ranches, and other agricultural
sites. There is no evidence that grazing livestock are
bothered by the presence of wind turbines, and they
pose a significantly lower environmental risk than
mining fossil fuels. Many wind farms are built on land
leased from these farmers and ranchers, which provides extra income to help keep them in business.

Hydropower
What is Hydroelectric Power?
Hydroelectricity is produced through the use of the
gravitational force of falling or flowing water.
Today, hydropower accounts for about 6 percent of
the United States’ annual energy production, and 63
percent of the total renewable energy production,
though the rapid growth of wind power may decrease
that percentage in the future.

Challenges of Wind Power
Environmental Impacts – Wind turbines are a source
of clean energy, but there are concerns about their environmental impact. Perhaps the biggest environmental impact is that they contribute to a small portion of
deaths in some endangered or threatened bird and bat
species that already suffer from human development.
Public Complaints – There are three common public
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How Does Hydropower Work?
There are three main types of hydropower in the
world today:
1. Dams – The most common way is to use a dam
to create a storage system from which water can be
routed through a small pipe called a penstock. Inside
the penstock the pressure increases until it turns the
wheel on a generator turbine. In larger dams like the
Hoover Dam, there are multiple penstocks turning
several turbines.
2. Wave Power – A wave power device harnesses the
energy of the ocean’s waves. Waves are created by high
winds pushing against the surface of the ocean, creating a great deal of kinetic energy which can be used to
produce electricity.
3. Tidal Power – There is a lot of force behind the
moving of the tides, and it’s perfectly predictable and
not weather dependent. As the tide comes in and goes
out, the water movement spins a rotor wheel much
like that on a boat. A tidal change of 10 feet or more
is required; currently only 2 commercial tidal power
stations exist in the world.

The first hydroelectric power
scheme was developed in 1878
by William George Armstrong.
Hydropower Facts
• Hydroelectricity is the most widely used form of
renewable energy in the world, accounting for 16
percent of global electricity production.
• The world’s largest hydropower stations, ranked by
possible production capacity are:
1. Three Gorges Dam - China - 20,300 MW
2. Itaipu Dam - Brazil and Paraguay - 14,000 MW
3. Guri Dam - Venezuala - 10,200 MW
4. Tucurui Dam - Brazil - 8,370 MW
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5. Grand Coulee Dam - Washington state,
United States - 6,809 MW
• The world’s largest producer of hydroelectric power
is Canada, which produces 60 percent of its power
using hydroelectric dams.
History of Hydropower
• The power of running water has been used since
ancient times for the task of turning a grinding
wheel in grain mills.
• In the mid-1770s, the first hydraulic powered
machines were designed.
• In the late 19th century, the first electric generators
were built and coupled with hydraulic machines.
• In 1878 the first hydroelectric power scheme was
developed by William George Armstrong.
• The old Schoelkopf Power Station No. 1 near
Niagara Falls became the first hydroelectric facility
in the US, in 1881.

an aquatic, some of which may be endangered (e.g.
a dam turns a river into a lake, but many fish require
running water so they are displaced as well). This impact is slowly corrected, but the process takes decades.
Benefits of Hydropower
Clean – Hydropower is pollution free. Energy is created without using chemicals, so there are no harmful
byproducts created during the generation process.
Renewable – Hydropower uses a highly abundant
resource to create energy. It is true that drought can
affect the production of electricity, but hydropower is
more reliable than power from solar or wind. So long
as the natural water cycle (ie. evaporation, cloud formation, rain) remains reliable then hydropower will
be reliable as well.
Commercial Scale Ready – Because the technology
behind hydropower has been around for so long, it
has a proven track record, and it can produce large
amounts of power over a relatively small area (compared to solar), there is much more trust from inves-

Did You Know?
The Lavalley Building Supply
building on the model is
based on the LaValley store in
Claremont, New Hampshire.

tors. Thus, while the physics required to operate the
mechanics of hydropower prohibit private residential
installations, commercial scale hydropower is more
cost-effective than other forms of renewable energy.

• By 1889 there were 200 hydropower plants in
the US.
• As of 2011, there were more than 2,400 operating
hydropower plants which accounted for 63 percent
of the total generated renewable electricity in
the US.
Challenges of Hydropower
Impractical for Private Installation – Due to the relatively small output of individual micro-hydropower
turbines, hydropower for private homes is either cost
prohibitive or geographically prohibitive because it
requires a large plot of land that has a steady supply
of water (i.e. a stream or river) and a large incline,
usually at least a 1,500 foot elevation change, for the
water to drop.
Heavy Environmental Impacts – While hydropower
is a clean form of energy (e.g. no pollution), most hydropower is created by the use of a large dam, which
creates backflow that covers large areas of land with
water. This displaces many animal species, both land
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Did You Know?

Natural Gas
Oil
Coal

Natural Gas
What is Natural Gas?
Natural gas consists of a hydrocarbon gas mixture,
primarily methane.
Where Does Natural Gas Come From?
Most natural gas is formed in ways similar to coal and
petroleum, and is often found in conjunction with
coal beds and petroleum reservoirs. This is generally
known as thermogenic gas.
Some natural gas is created through natural biological
processing. This is called biogenic gas, which is created through the anaerobic decay of non-fossil organic
matter otherwise known as biomass.
How is It Used?
Electricity – Natural gas is burned to create electricity either in a gas turbine (which is like an internal
combustion engine) or a steam turbine.
Domestic – Natural gas burns very hot, so it is ideal
for use in cooking and heating residential buildings. It
is sometimes even used to power clothes dryers.
Commercial – Natural gas is used in the production
of steel, glass, paper, clothing, and as essential raw
material for many common products (see “Benefits of
Natural Gas”).
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Natural gas is colorless and odorless. This, added to
the fact that it’s highly flammable, creates a safety
hazard. For this reason a chemical called mercaptan
is added that gives it a distinct odor (like rotten eggs)
that can be smelled when there is a gas leak.
In 1821, William Hart dug the first natural gas well
in the United States. It was located in the Village
of Fredonia on the banks of Canadaway Creek in
Chautauqua County, New York. It was 27 feet deep,
excavated with shovels by hand, and its gas pipeline
was fabricated from hollowed-out logs and sealed with
tar and rags.
Challenges of Natural Gas
Greenhouse Gas – Methane is a highly potent greenhouse gas. When harvesting natural gas, some of it
escapes into the environment. It escapes mostly from
petroleum and gas wells, storage tanks, pipelines, and
processing plants. Methane leaks are the source of
approximately 28 percent of total US methane emissions. While many measures are taken to prevent
leaks, not all of them can be stopped. So, when natural gas can’t be captured and transported economically
it is “flared” or burned at the well site. This is considered a better alternative than allowing methane to

escape into the environment because the byproduct of
methane combustion is CO2 (carbon dioxide) which
is not as potent a “greenhouse gas” as methane.
Environmental Impacts – Besides the obvious impacts
of emissions both from the wells and from the machines that are used to extract and transport natural
gas, it also causes flora and fauna disruption where
wells are located and along subsequent pipelines
though these effects are not especially notable. Also,
an extraction process called hydraulic fracturing or
“fracking” uses large amounts of available groundwater. That water is rendered unusable and hazardous
and must be carefully managed and treated before use
or disposal.
Benefits of Natural Gas
Relatively Clean (for a fossil fuel) – Natural gas burns
cleaner and more efficiently than other fossil fuels,
creating only a little more than half the CO2 emissions per BTU of refined petroleum or coal.

Did You Know?
The graffiti names Jeff, Evan, and
Kev on the Energy Union Bridge on
the model are the same names found
in graffiti on the high bridge near
Claremont, New Hampshire.

oil refinery was created to distill kerosene in 1850 by
James Young in Scotland.

Wide Range of Uses – Natural gas can be used in
a wide range of economical applications. The best
known are in the use of electricity generation and
residential heating, but it is also used in the industrial
and commercial sector, and as essential raw material
for many common products such as paint, fertilizer,
plastics, antifreeze, dyes, photographic film, some
medicines, and even some explosives.

Where Does Oil Come From?

Oil

• As the sediment pile becomes deeper the organics
within it are subjected to heat and pressure which
leads to formation of oil.

What is Oil?
Petroleum, or “crude oil”
is a naturally occurring
flammable liquid consisting of a complex mixture
of hydrocarbons and
other liquid organic compounds found in geological formations beneath
the Earth’s surface.
Did You Know?
Petroleum (oil) has been
in use since the time of
the Babylonians and Samarians (around 5,000 years ago). However, the first

• Petroleum, or oil, formation begins with the
accumulation of organics on the seafloor; these are
the dead remains of organisms living in the ocean.
• This only occurs in settings where the seafloor is
stagnant – no oxygen or organisms are present to
break down the organic remains.

• There must be suitable reservoir-rock, such as
porous sandstone, into which the hydrocarbons can
migrate and accumulate. This must be overlain by
an impervious cap-rock, such as clay, which prevents
hydrocarbons from escaping to the surface.
Challenges of Oil
Non-renewable – Oil is generated from organic
materials; however, the length of time it takes to turn
organic material into oil is so long, and the rate that
oil is consumed is so fast, that oil is considered a finite
resource. Eventually it will become cost prohibitive to
extract and refine, or it will run out entirely.
Environmentally unfriendly – Of all the forms of
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energy, petroleum is one of the dirtiest. It is usually
burned to create energy, and the byproducts from
the burning process include greenhouse gasses as well
as sulfur that cause damaging acid rain, poisonous
carbon monoxide gas, and sometimes lead. Many
technologies have been employed over the years to cut
down on these effects, such as unleaded gasoline and
catalytic converters, but pollutants from petroleumbased energy remain an enormous challenge.
Benefits of Oil
Cost – Due to the long history of use, technology has
made the cost of extraction and transport relatively
low compared to other fuel sources.

• In 2006 the US used a little over 931 million tons
of coal to produce electricity.
History of Coal
• The Chinese used coal in 1000 BC to smelt copper
for their currency.
• Aristotle (384-322 BC) made reference to a
“charcoal like rock” in his writings.
• The discovery of coal cinders among ruins in
England suggests that they relied on its use prior
to 400 AD.
• In the 1760s the Nanticoke tribe of nativeAmericans were discovered using coal as fuel and
as jewelry.

Versatility – Petroleum can be processed and used
for many different kinds of fuel, but it is also used
for many other things like plastic, fertilizer, and even
some pharmaceuticals.

What is Coal?

Non-renewable – Coal is not a renewable resource.
There are more coal reserves on the earth than other
fossil fuels, but based on the current rate of consumption the World Coal Association estimates that there
is only enough usable coal on earth to last about 112
years. However, the US holds a large portion of those
reserves, and according to the Energy Information
Adminsitration, at current mining rates, which have
decreased in the last few years, the US’s domestic
recoverable coal reserves would last up to 222 years.

How Was It Made?
Coal typically forms from vegetation in lowland,
swampy environments. Stagnant, waterlogged soil
prevents plant debris from breaking down. (Recognizable remains of plants are often visible within coals
and associated shale, which is convincing evidence of
their plant-origin.)
The Facts About Coal Energy:
• The burning of coal produces roughly 50 percent
of America’s energy needs and 40 percent of the
world’s energy needs.
• Scientists estimate that it takes between 3 and 7
cubic feet of peat to make 1 cubic foot of coal.
• In 2006 the world consumed 6 trillion kilograms
of coal.
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Surface Mining – Surface mining (including mountain top removal) is the most prevalent form of coal
mining in the US because it is cheaper and safer than
the alternative. Surface mining is only possible when
the coal is less than 200 feet below the surface. The
topsoil is removed with heavy machines and then the
coal is stripped away layer by layer. After all the coal is
removed, the topsoil is restored and the mined area is
replanted with vegetation.

Challenges of Coal

Coal is a black or dark-brown combustible mineral
substance (i.e. rock) consisting of carbonized organic
matter, primarily from dead plants.

Eventually the peat was buried so deep that the pressure above it squeezed the water out. The peat was
compacted into what we commonly call coal.

How is Coal Mined?

Underground Mining – Sometimes referred to as
deep mining, underground mines are used when the
coal is located several hundred feet below the surface;
sometimes more than 1,000 feet. Mine workers ride
elevators down into the mine shaft where they use
huge machines to extract the coal.

Coal

As those plants died their remains sank in the swamps,
accumulating over time into a soggy dense material
called “peat.” Over long periods of time the surface
of the earth changed and the peat was buried under
sedimentary rock.

• Wyoming produces more coal than any other state
in the US. In fact, it produces nearly as much coal
as the entire coal industry east of the Mississippi
river combined.

Environmental – The biggest challenge of using coal
is the impact on the environment. Starting right from
the mining process, surface mines drastically change
the topology of the earth, upsetting wildlife habitats
and water runoff routes. Underground mines don’t
affect the environment as drastically as surface mines
but they face other challenges. A significant amount
of methane (a very potent greenhouse gas) has to be
removed from mine shafts to make them safe.
Pollution – Coal is not a clean burning fuel. Similar
to petroleum, significant amounts of greenhouse gas-

Did You Know?
The bridge that crosses the
Connectiquechee River is
modeled after the bridge that
crosses the Quechee Gorge
in Quechee, Vermont.

ses and carbon monoxide are released in the burning
process; gaseous sulfur is also a byproduct that can
cause acid rain; and mercury is released, which is
poisonous to humans and can contaminate drinking
water. Smokestacks are now prohibited from releasing ash, but this has caused a new problem. Coal ash
is stored in landfills and has been found leeching into
water supplies from rain runoff.
Benefits of Coal
Cost – Coal is the most cost-effective fossil fuel for
energy use. Because of the relative ease of extraction,
low cost of railway transport, and the abundance of
coal in the US, the price of coal has not risen significantly since the 1970s; in fact, the price was lower in
2003 than it was in 1983. Recently, however, the price
has begun to rise, and the trend is predicted to continue into the foreseeable future.
Meets base-load demand – Base-load is the minimum
power a utility is required to produce for its customers at any given time. Base-load power plants run at
the same generating capacity constantly, to ensure that
minimum demands for all consumers are met. Coal
takes a long time to heat up to its full generating capacity, so it is much more efficient to keep coal-burning power plants running at a base-line, static output.
Because of this, and because it is so inexpensive, coal
is an excellent base-load fuel.
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Biomass
Solar Energy
Cow Power

Biomass
What is Biomass?
“Biomass” is biological material derived from living,
or recently living organisms. These organisms are
mostly plants. Some animal byproducts can be used,
but only animals that eat plants first can produce viable biomass.
Biomass is usually burned to create energy. Methods
used range from burning straight organic material like
wood, to using the organic material to create ethanol
for burning like biodiesel, to using the organic material to create methane gas for burning like bacterial
biomass or cow power.
An Interesting Question
Biomass is burned to create energy, and when things
burn they release carbon dioxide into the atmosphere,
just like burning fossil fuels, in the form of smoke.
Sometimes the biomass process creates methane (cow
power, for example), and methane is a carbon rich
greenhouse gas. It seems like no matter how biomass
is used it creates greenhouse gas emissions. Why, then,
is it considered a “clean” or “sustainable” form or
renewable energy?
Excellent question! Here’s the interesting answer:
Living plants absorb carbon dioxide for photosynthesis to create carbon rich nutrients. These nutrients
make up most of a plant’s physical material. When a
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plant dies and decomposes that material is converted
back to carbon rich gasses and released into the environment. However, the carbon rich gasses released in
decomposition are always exactly the same amount as
the plant removed from the atmosphere during its life.
This is known as the “natural carbon cycle.”
Interestingly, even burning biomass releases exactly
the same amount of greenhouse gas as would be
released if the plant decomposed naturally. Since
biomass works within the “natural carbon cycle” the
carbon footprint of biomass energy is potentially
zero. Biomass is sustainable so long as replanting and
regrowth are carefully managed. Theoretically, new
plants will remove the same amount of greenhouse gas
from the environment as is released through the use of
biomass for energy.
How Does It Work?
Biomass can be used to create energy in diverse ways.
The easiest way is to simply burn dead plant material
or organic waste materials to create heat energy which
can be used to heat homes or can be converted to
electricity by boiling water to turn steam turbines to
generate electricity.
Biomass is sometimes converted to energy by allowing
microorganisms to break it down. The byproduct of
this method is methane gas. Methane is the same gas
that makes up the majority of natural gas (fossil fuels),
so it can be used in all the same ways–for cooking,
heating your home, or to power generators that create
electricity. There is even a way for cars to run on pure
methane rather than gasoline.
Occasionally biomass is fermented into ethanol, a
popular fuel source used to power large internal combustion engines, also known as “biodiesel.”
What Material is Used for Biomass?
Biomass is a lot more common than you might think.
Many homes still heat with wood boilers, or even
wood stoves—a form of biomass energy, but there are
many other materials that can be used. Here are the
five basic categories of biomass materials usually used
to create energy:

1. Wood: This is usually cast-off material from wood
processing and lumber mills, broken down into wood
chips. These can be used to heat private homes.
2. Energy Crops: These are high energy yield crops
used to create ethanol or biodiesel.
3. Agricultural residues: This is waste material from
farming or food processing that would otherwise be
thrown away (e.g. cow power).
4. Food Waste: All forms of food production have
waste products that can be used for energy–even postconsumer waste works well.
5. Industrial Waste: Created from manufacturing.
NOTE: Most of the biomass used in energy production comes from material that is otherwise unusable
and/or would be sent to a landfill. Even in the case of
facilities that burn wood, the only wood used is castoff materials that the lumber industry has already cut
but cannot use.
Challenges of Biomass
The need for strict management – Because biomass
is only considered clean and renewable if the fuel

Did You Know?
The Biomass Facility on the
model is a 1/64 scale near
exact replica of the Springfield
Biomass Facility in Springfield,
New Hampshire.
is uncontaminated and burned at the same rate the
organic material can regrow, biomass facilities must be
heavily regulated and carefully managed. Some water
is used for cooling large facilities and must be tested
for contamination and treated before release back into
the environment. Emissions must be tested constantly
for any chemicals that the plants have absorbed during their life. Harmful chemicals absorbed by plants
are considered to have been removed from the environment, so emissions are heavily regulated to ensure
those chemicals are not released back into the environment through burning.
The supply and demand catch-22 – Some facilities use
waste-wood to burn as fuel. Occasionally the lumber
industry slows for economic reasons. If trees aren’t
being cut then there is no waste-wood, and biomass
facilities are usually prohibited from cutting their own
lumber. In the case of biodiesel, there aren’t enough
vehicles that use biodiesel to justify the expense of
converting farm-lands from food to fuel production.
Moreover, because biofuel is so hard to get, converting vehicles to run on biofuels is impractical and
expensive, creating a catch-22 in the industry (e.g. not
enough cars to justify the expense of creating biodiesel
vs. not enough biodiesel to justify converting more
cars to run on it).
Benefits of Biomass
Practicality – The process of burning biomass to create
electricity is similar to the process used in burning
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fossil fuels, so the technology is already fairly mature.
Since biomass is within the natural carbon cycle (by
comparison to fossil fuels which are made of carbon
material that has been removed from the carbon cycle)
and it usually comes from materials that would otherwise go unused or are put in landfills, biomass is a
much more practical energy source than fossil fuels.
Sustainability and Renewability – With a little prudence in the form of careful management, biomass
energy is completely sustainable. Plants are carbon
neutral–when they die and break down they release
exactly as much carbon based gas into the environment as they absorb during their life. Since all biomass energy is generated from organic materials that
come from dead plants, biomass energy is completely
renewable (and therefore nearly infinite) so long as living plant material grows at least as fast as it dies.

Solar Energy
Solar energy is harnessed and used in two ways; photovoltaic (also known as solar PV) and solar thermal.
What is Solar PV?
Photovoltaic (PV) energy is the direct conversion of
light into electricity.

What is Solar Thermal?
Solar thermal energy is the conversion of sunlight into
heat that can be used to heat living spaces, create hot
water in homes, and even to heat liquids to power a
steam turbine for electricity generation. In the US
there are 13 power plants that use solar thermal as the
main source of electricity generation; 11 in California,
1 in Arizona, and 1 in Nevada.
How Does Solar PV Work?
Some materials naturally exhibit a property known
as the photoelectric effect that causes them to absorb
photons (basic particles of light) and release electrons.
Solar PV systems capture these freed electrons and
convert them to a usable form of electricity.
How Does Solar Thermal Work?
Solar Thermal is the harnessing of the suns radiation
in the form of heat, either as a means to heat the space
and/or water of a building, or to produce electricity.
The heat of the sun is harnessed and used in two ways;
passive and active.
Passive: Passive solar thermal uses the same principle
that heats the inside of your car when it’s left in the
sun. It can be as simple as placing enough windows

in the right locations to allow the sun’s rays to heat
the air inside the house, but there are also specially
designed passive solar units. In these units, air is
circulated past a solar heat surface which concentrates
the solar energy. The air is heated and returned to the
building by a process of convection (hot air rises and
cold air sinks). This creates a natural circulation so no
mechanical equipment is needed.
Active: Active solar thermal requires a collector to
gather solar radiation. The heat is transferred to air or
a heat absorbing fluid and then a fan or pump circulates the heat absorbing substance through the system.
These systems often include some sort of energy storage unit for times of low sunlight.

The Rotoba Farm on the
model is based on the Great
River Farm located just north
of Windsor, VT.

The History of Solar
• In the 1830s John Heirschel used a solar thermal
collector to heat food on an expedition to Africa.
• In 1839 Edmund Bequerel observed that certain
materials produce an electrical current when exposed
to light.
• In 1905 Albert Einstein described the nature of light
and the photoelectric effect on which photovoltaics
are based, which later won him a Nobel Prize
in physics.
• In 1954 the first solar PV module was built by Bell
Laboratories. It was called a “solar battery,” but was
mostly a novelty, since it was too expensive to be
marketed publicly.
• In the 1960s the space industry began using solar
PV to power space modules, which helped establish
a reliable industry, reducing the price considerably.
• In the 1970s during the energy crisis in the US, solar
PV became a viable alternative source of energy for
non-space applications, including private residences
and commercial buildings.
Challenges of Using Solar
Sunlight Fluctuation – The amount of sunlight that
arrives on the earth’s surface is not completely constant. It will vary a great deal depending on a wide
range of factors including geographical location,
weather conditions (e.g. clouds block sunlight), and
time of day (obviously solar panels do not produce
power at night, and the amount of power they pro-
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duce will vary a great deal throughout the day).
A Large Surface Area is Required – Because the sun
doesn’t deliver much energy to any particular place,
and the efficiency of solar panel technology is still
improving, a large surface area is required to harness
enough sunlight to create adequate electrical power.
Solar is Expensive – Because the technology is relatively new, as with most new technology, solar installations have a high upfront cost compared to fossil
fuels. Many things have been done to alleviate the
initial burden and make it worthwhile (e.g. tax incentives), and the cost is offset by increasingly short payoff periods because of increased efficiency. The cost of
implementing solar has dropped significantly in recent
years and it is no longer prohibitively expensive, but
the cost is still a factor, as most homeowners want to
keep up-front expenses as low as possible. As solar becomes more popular, and more cost-effective production techniques are established, the price is expected
to continue to fall.
Benefits of Using Solar Energy
Solar Is Renewable – The sun is a virtually infinite
resource. Harnessing its rays does not deplete the sun
any faster than it would deplete on its own, so the use
of solar energy has zero negative impact on the earth’s
natural resources. There will never be a worry about
“how much is left.”
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the natural decomposition process of most organic
material.

Solar is Clean – Solar energy produces no air pollutants or carbon-dioxide as a byproduct. It is a zero
emissions energy source.

Since digesters are anaerobic (free from the air, or air
tight), the biogas is stored inside the digester until it
can be extracted and transferred somewhere else (usually to the generators, but the biogas can be converted
to other fuels for cooking, heating, and even use by
internal combustion engines). This prevents any odor
from escaping, making the process not only clean, but
remarkably scent free.

Solar is Environmentally Friendly – When solar is
placed on buildings, the environmental impact is
negligible since it takes up no more space than, and
affects the environment less than, the building the
system sits on top of. When placed on the ground, the
environmental impact is minimal since the panels that
harness solar energy have no moving parts and release
no harmful pollutants into the biosphere that might
damage soil, plant life, or wildlife.

Cow Power Facts
• The average cow produces 30 gallons of manure
every day!

Cow Power

• The typical cow power farm has roughly 1,000 cows.
That’s 30,000 gallons of manure every day!

What is Cow Power?

• Manure generally stays in a digester for 3 weeks
before it is cycled out and ready for a new batch.

Cow Power is the use of cow manure in the creation
of methane (the chief ingredient in natural gas) which
is then used to power an engine that turns a generator
to create electricity.
Why Do It?
First, methane (a.k.a. biogas) derived from the breakdown of cow manure is the chief source of greenhouse
gas emissions from agriculture. If the methane from
the manure is used to run an electric generator rather
than released into the environment, the greenhouse
gas emissions from agriculture are cut significantly.
Second, cow power is a form of biomass, which works
within the natural carbon cycle. It is the most efficient
use of biomass since the process from growing, to dying, to breaking down of organic material (the natural
cycle) is not rushed. The breakdown of manure occurs
at a natural speed rather than all at once as would
be the case with burning organic material (it would
naturally take weeks, months or years to decompose
naturally; it takes a few minutes when burned).
How Does It Work?
• The waste from the cows is put into what’s called a
“digester” which keeps the manure warm and moist
while bacteria break it down.
• The temperature is kept at around 100 degrees
Fahrenheit because that’s the ideal temperature
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for the bacteria to do their work.
• The bacteria break the manure down into several
compounds, one of which is methane. The methane
is captured and moved to the engine that powers
the generators.
• The heat from the engine is returned to the digester
and used to keep it (and the farm) warm, thus
reducing heating costs.
• The other material is taken and used as bedding
for the livestock or treated further and used as an
inexpensive, super-efficient fertilizer to grow feed
for the livestock (regular manure is used as fertilizer
also, but in this case the nutrients leftover are more
concentrated so the fertilizer is more effective).
What’s a Digester?
A digester is a large, air-tight storage tank for fresh
manure and food waste wherein bacteria feed on and
“digest” the waste and emit biogas as a byproduct.
Biogas is made up of methane–the very same type of
gas that makes up most of the fossil fuel known as
“natural gas”–and CO2. It is excreted by bacteria in

• Processed manure is both sterile and odorless. Some
of it can be used as a biofuel, some as fertilizer, and
dried leftovers can be used as a soft bedding material
for the livestock rather than expensive wood mulch.
Challenges of Cow Power
The high cost of implementation – Most farms don’t
have the capital it takes to install a digester, or to purchase the equipment and upgrade their farm facilities
to manage their manure, even if the cost return is extremely fast, which it is (in some cases, because of the
lowered utility bills, the income from extra electricity
generation, and the offset of costs by not having to
buy bedding or pay to dispose of excess manure, the
cost return is 12 to 18 months).
Prohibitive Cross Legislation – Some places have
passed emissions laws which apply to machinery but
not to livestock. California, for example, passed a
clean air act that requires the purchase of a clean air
license for the engine that powers the generator to
show that its emissions fall within the state-mandated
guidelines. The legislation, however, does not take
into account the amount of greenhouse gas that is prevented from entering the atmosphere. In other words,
not allowing the use of the engine actually adds
significantly more emissions to the atmosphere in the
form of methane than if the engines were running.

Did You Know?
In 1973 seven cows were
killed by an Amtrak train on
the Rotoba Farm in Windsor,
Vermont. You can read the
full story on page 46.
Benefits of Cow Power
Environmental – The environmental benefits of cow
power are many. Not only are methane emissions
from farms cut down significantly, but the farms can
become completely self-sustaining; relying on no fossil
fuels to power their facilities, and they can even convert their equipment to run on biofuel made from the
methane produced in the process.
Cost Benefits – Not only does the farm reduce the
cost of electricity for its facilities, but the use of the
processed manure for cattle bedding and fertilizer cuts
operating costs down significantly. Farms are paid for
the excess electricity they produce, so not only are the
operating costs cut but there is additional income.
The Odor Benefit – The process of creating biogas
drastically reduces the odor on a farm. The manure is
taken to an air tight storage tank where the odor from
decomposition can’t escape, and once it has finished
processing, the solids that are produced are sterile and
odor free.

A typical “cow-power” farm,
with roughly 1,000 cows,
produces 30,000 gallons
of manure every day!
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temperature of a building fairly easily.

Geothermal Energy
Energy & Your Home
Building a New Home

Geothermal Energy

The hot, molten rock, or magma, often comes close
to, or out of, the Earth along cracks in the surface
called fault lines. This is usually where large scale geothermal power plants are placed, since the heat energy
is closer to the surface, requiring a shallower well.

What is Geothermal Energy?

How Does Geothermal Energy Work?

The word geothermal comes from the Greek words
geo (earth) and therme (heat). Geothermal energy is
heat from within the Earth. This heat can be recovered as steam or hot water and used to heat buildings
or generate electricity.

There are three different ways that the heat from the
earth is used for energy.

Where Does Geothermal Energy Come From?
Radioactive decay, a process that happens in all forms
of rocks, produces immense heat under the earth’s surface. In fact, temperatures near the core of the earth
are very hot - hotter, even, than the sun. That heat is
what is used in geothermal energy. The crust of the
earth is 5 miles thick at its thinnest - under the surface
of the deepest oceans - and 13 miles thick at its deepest - atop mountain ranges. Underneath the crust is a
layer, called the mantle, made up of magma and very
hot rock (commonly known as lava). The temperature
of the mantle is extremely hot, and the crust of the
earth absorbs that heat, which keeps its temperatures
relatively constant.
The surface of the crust is exposed to the atmosphere
and changing weather conditions, so the temperature
of the ground fluctuates a great deal. However, ten to
fifteen feet below the surface the ground temperature
is usually between 50 and 60 degrees Fahrenheit. That
means that the ground is usually cooler than the air in
the summer and warmer than the air in the winter (in
northern climates), so it can be used to regulate the
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Larger scale geothermal energy, such as power plants,
use areas of the earth’s surface where geothermal
heat either escapes or is close enough to the surface
to make it naturally warmer than other areas. These
areas are commonly called volcanoes, hot springs, or
geysers, though occasionally geothermal energy vents
through holes in the Earth’s surface where steam escapes. These are called fumaroles.

Direct use and district heating: Direct use is when the
hot water from springs on or near the surface of the
earth is used. The hot water is used for common tasks
such as cooking, bathing, and heating. The direct use
of such hot springs for bathing and cooking has been
a practice since ancient times all over the world, and
even today hot springs are used for bathing and some
even believe that the mineral rich hot springs have
natural healing effects. Today, hot water is piped into
buildings for heat in a district heating system, but it is
also used in industry for food dehydration, gold mining, and milk pasteurizing.

removing it from the air and heating the groundwater.
The difference between the water used in these systems and the water in “direct use” is that this water
isn’t naturally heated in a hot spring.
Geothermal Facts
• The US leads the world in total geothermal
electricity generation, producing 17 billion
kWh in 2012.
• As of 2012, six states had geothermal power plants;
all of them in the Southwest. California had 36,
Nevada had 21, Utah had two, and Hawaii, Idaho,
and Oregon each had 1.
• Iceland relies the most heavily on geothermal
electricity, using it to produce 26% of their total
electricity consumption.
• The first geothermal power plant was built in 1904
in Tuscany, Italy.
Geothermal in Residences
Retrofitting for geothermal heating and cooling is
possible in homes where a hot air or radiant heat-

Electricity generation: Power plants that use geothermal energy to produce electricity require water and
steam at extremely high temperatures–between 300
and 700 degrees Fahrenheit–which runs through a
steam turbine. These power plants are usually built
where reservoirs (underground hot water) are within a
mile or two of the surface–usually along fault lines.
Geothermal heat pumps: These systems use stable
ground or groundwater temperatures near the Earth’s
surface to control building temperatures. Heat pumps
pull the heat off the water and use it to heat the air.
These systems often can be used to cool the building in the summer also by reversing the flow of heat,

Did You Know?
The drive-in movie theater on
the model is based off a typical
drive-in design. The closest
drive-in still in operation is the
Fairlee Drive-in in Fairlee, VT.

into a coolant liquid that is cycled through a system
of coiled pipes similar to the radiator in a car. The
heat from the earth is drawn into the coolant and the
pump draws the heat out of the coolant and into the
house. Other heat pump systems use groundwater to
draw heat, cycling the water through pipes where it
is cooled and then returned to the reservoir (usually
a well) where it gathers heat from the earth again and
the process is repeated. These systems are the most
common in rural areas like Vermont and New Hampshire where wells are common. If a well produces 4-5
gallons per minute then it is sufficient for a home to
use the same well for domestic water and geothermal.
If the water yield isn’t sufficient, either it must be
drilled deeper or a second well must be drilled.
Challenges of Geothermal

ing system is present, but not for baseboard heating
systems where the water temperature requirements are
higher than geothermal can produce.
There are many different types of heat pump systems. Some of them radiate heat from the ground

Practicality - There is a lot of differentiation in the
way geothermal can be utilized in different areas. For
example, in Vermont a well must be drilled and tested
for yield, whereas in Florida well drilling is uncommon, so ground coil systems are better. Furthermore,
in urban centers geothermal is all but impossible since
housing plots are not big enough to place geothermal. On a larger scale, geothermal power plants are
impractical in mountainous states where drilling to
depths where enough heat or steam is produced at a
high enough temperature could be more than 4 or 5
miles. This is why geothermal power plants are usually
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located along fault lines where only a mile or two of
drilling is needed.
Retrofitting is difficult - Older homes are often fitted
with baseboard heating. Baseboard heating usually
requires temperatures that are far greater than can be
sustained by geothermal heat pumps efficiently, and
they also were not built with geothermal in mind
so their insulation is likely not sufficient to coincide
with geothermal. If a home has baseboard heating or
is insufficiently insulated, then installation costs for
geothermal jump dramatically and this can make it
prohibitively expensive to install.
Benefits of Geothermal
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What is an electrical grid?
The “grid” is the web-like system of power lines that
delivers electricity from a power generating plant to
the customer.
An electric “meter” on a building reads how much
electricity is consumed, or in some cases sent back on
the grid. Meters are instruments used by the utility
company to measure the amount of electricity that
passes through it.
Cooling
Cooling is often called air conditioning. In some climates the cost of cooling exceeds the cost of heating.

Environmentally friendly - According to the EPA,
geothermal heat pumps are the most energy efficient,
environmentally friendly, and cost effective methods
of temperature control. Provided that a building has
the site requirements, geothermal can save a great deal
of money. Geothermal heat pumps run on electricity,
but they operate at a 300% to 600% heat transfer efficiency. They also burn no fuel, so heating systems are
free of emissions. At the utility scale, gasses escaping
from the Earth often are released during drilling and
the steam used often contains a negligible portion of
hydrogen sulfide (acid rain), but it is 3% or less than
the amount produced while burning fossil fuels.

Heating

Renewable - The energy used in geothermal comes
from the heat of the Earth. It is not a finite resource.
The heat is constantly being produced whether it is
used for energy or not, so using it for energy does not
diminish it as a resource. It merely harnesses what is
already constantly being produced and released. Because of this, geothermal is a virtually limitless source
of energy that can be used liberally without fear of
reserves drying up or running out.

Homeowners who heat their homes with a conventional furnace may also use it to heat their hot water.
If a house is heated by a wood stove, then the hot
water will be heated separately by propane, natural
gas, or electricity.

tial PV system can be installed in a matter of a few
days. However, solar PV systems have some specific
site requirements that not all homes can provide. To
start with the obvious, solar needs the sun. Solar PV is
at its best when located in a non-shaded south facing yard, field, or roof. Ideal installations can provide
enough power to offset yearly electricity costs, but it’s
not essential to make an “all or nothing” investment.
Any system is better than no system and will still help
to offset energy costs.
The most popular solar PV systems simply trade watts
generated for watts used over the course of a year. This
is called “Net Metering.” During the long summer
days, the panels make a lot of electricity. The utility
company credits the homeowner for excess power that
is generated and the credit makes up for the shorter
winter or overcast days when not much is made and

In climates where heating is more necessary than cooling, the following options are the most popular:

Did You Know?
The commons in the Prudent
Living Community is inspired
by Craftsbury Commons
located in Craftsbury,
Vermont.

• Coal – Rocks that burn

with recent government incentives and tax refunds,
installing solar has not only become a viable option, it
has become a practical alternative.

• Gas – Propane or natural gas

Solar Hot Water

• Oil – Kerosene or similar liquid byproduct of
petroleum refinement

As with solar electricity, solar hot water has similar
site restrictions. If those restrictions are met, however,
solar hot water is a fairly inexpensive home upgrade.

• Wood – Stove or boiler

Solar hot water is a branch of solar thermal that, when
sized correctly, can save a great deal of energy used in
a home. Hot water heaters generally run off electricity,
propane, heating oil, or gas (often the same fuel used
to heat the home), and they operate on a full-time basis. Solar hot water also operates on a full-time basis,
but no fuel or electricity is required to keep the water
warm. This home upgrade has the potential to reduce
the cost of making hot water to zero.

Hot Water

Energy Options for Existing Homes

Energy and Your Home

If you own a home there are usually some things that
can be done fairly quickly to improve its energy efficiency. There are other more aggressive “whole house”
approaches to energy solutions such as the following:

Electricity

Solar PV

A primary form of energy used in most homes and
small businesses is electricity. Electricity is provided by
connecting to a utility company power grid.

Solar PV (photo-voltaic), or solar electricity, can be
easily added to an existing home. Once permission is
granted by the utility company to produce your own
power and send it onto their grid, a normal residen-

the homeowner has to get a little power from the grid.
At the end of each year the utility companies will zero
out any credit on a homeowner’s account.
Myth busted: For a long time solar PV was extremely
expensive to implement and had a very low efficiency.
This meant that only the rich and environmentally
motivated would consider doing it. However, in the
last five years the price of installation has dropped off
dramatically (some 20% per year on average), and

Geothermal
Retrofitting for geothermal heating and cooling is
possible in homes where a hot air or radiant heating system is present, but not for baseboard heating
systems where the water temperature requirements are
higher than geothermal can produce. Geothermal is
most cost effective in new homes. Adding geothermal
to a home will eliminate the need for purchasing fossil
fuels for heat.
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Building Diagnostics
Building diagnostics provide a relatively inexpensive
examination of your home to reveal where air is moving. This is the first action that should be taken before
making any energy saving improvements to your
home. Infrared cameras and a pressure vacuum are
used to see where air is escaping or entering a home,
appliances are checked for their energy use, and a
professional consultation of the results determines the
potential upfront cost, as well as the expected payback period for any recommended changes. Building
diagnostics can be very beneficial, since there may be
issues in a home that the homeowner is unaware of.
These issues may be costing a lot of money that can
easily be saved through relatively simple fixes such as
resealing window and door trim and finding places
where insulation is poor.
A building diagnostics test (energy audit) can help a
homeowner figure out where the cost of their energy
bills is coming from and it can help in making decisions about which things to change. For example, the
solution may be as simple as upgrading a home’s appliances, sealing the home a little better, and spending
a small amount to insulate. However, you may want
to consider one or more of the renewable energy options that would work well in your home.

as geothermal, wood heat, micro-hydro, solar PV, and
solar hot water. “Off-grid” systems store their electricity in batteries which are then discharged during the
night or on cloudy days when there is not enough
sun. Most “off grid” homes have a backup generator
that they rely on for those extended times when the
sun isn’t adequate to recharge the batteries or when
electricity consumption is higher than normal (e.g.
relatives come for a holiday visit).
A recent trend in home building is homes that are
“grid-tied” but “off-grid capable” called “bi-modal”
homes. Bi-modal homes have the best of both worlds.
These homes have the benefit of being attached to the
grid, which allows them to obtain as much energy as
they like without the worry of overtaxing their “offgrid” system. At the same time, these homes have the
ability to unplug from the grid at any time, and (perhaps more importantly) the home does not lose power
when the grid goes down during a power outage.
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Typically modular homes are less expensive than
building the same home on-site. There are several
contributing factors to the low price.
Speed of construction: As the site and lot improvements are being done and the foundation is being
installed, the house is under construction at the same
time in a different place. This can cut down on construction time and save on financing and labor costs.

The modular home being installed
on the model is a depiction of
the delivery, installation, and
setting of a new home built by
Preferred Building Systems.

Indoor construction: Since the sections are constructed indoors they are free of weather concerns. This
increases work efficiency, avoids weather delays, and
negates the possibility of wasted, damaged, or stolen
building materials.

Versatility of design: Home building technology has
advanced far enough that modular homes can be
designed and built with the same energy efficiency of
an on-site built home. They can be designed to implement geothermal, solar , solar hot water, passive solar
heating, and they can even be designed to be energy
neutral, off-grid or bi-modal.

In the modern world, building science is so advanced
that a home can be built in such a way that conventional central heating may not even be needed.
Further, a home’s predicted energy use can be calculated so closely that it is possible to build a home that
creates as much energy as it consumes.

It’s also possible to live “off the grid.” Most “off-grid”
homes are built using a variety of energy sources such

Advantages of Modular

Did You Know?

Ability to service remote locations: Some places
inhibit construction procedures simply because of
the difficult terrain and/or the distance from normal
construction services and supplies. Some locations are
so remote there are no contractors close by. Modular
homes allow property owners and contractors to work
together to build a home and ship it to a site that a
contractor wouldn’t normally service.

Building a New Home

A homeowner will need to take all of this, including
the cost, into consideration before building the home.
However, it is important to note that the cost of
incorporating these elements is rapidly falling. In fact,
it’s falling so fast that the cost of implementing these
systems can be offset by the money saved in as little as
ten years or less.

It’s no surprise that homes can now be built this way
as well. Just like any modular construction, modular
homes are built in increments off-site and then the
parts are shipped and assembled at the job site. Not
to be confused with a mobile home, which has axles
and actually is a trailer, a modular home is shipped in
sections on flatbed trailers and then put together using cranes. In many ways, modular homes have to be
much stronger than a traditionally built home because
they have to withstand transport without damaging
the structure.

Modular Homes
Advances in technology have paved the way for modular construction to emerge as a leading technique
for building. In today’s world, everything from ships
to airplanes to cars, and even computers, are built
modularly. Large components are constructed in controlled environments and assembled somewhere else.

(The display) was awesome! Our seven year old son is a train
freak and he was in awe! What a great way to teach people
about all available resources out there! -Sarah Reed
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Adventures of Jeb & Huey
Huey Does
Cowpower
Jebediah Forethought pulled his
pickup truck into Huey Hindsight’s driveway and hopped out.
He was immediately bombarded
with the loud banging sounds of
hammer blows. The sound was a
half and half mixture of hammerstriking-nail and hammer-missingnail entirely.

Curiosity got the better of him, so
Jeb shoved his hands in his pants
pockets and wandered toward the
sound. Turning the corner, he saw
Huey atop a ladder leaning against
what appeared to be a make-shift
lean-to sprouting off the siding of
his house.
“Hello, Huey,” Jeb said as he approached. Just as he spoke, there
was a soft thump followed by a
long string of incomprehensible
syllables.
Huey dropped the hammer and
grabbed his injured hand, jerking
away from the lean-to. The ladder
he stood on immediately began
to teeter and Huey let go of his
injured hand, flailing his arms to
regain his balance. With the grace
of a walrus he managed to grab the
ladder, clinging with white knuckles on both hands and one foot
kicked out to the side.
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Jeb stood with an eyebrow raised
as he watched Huey catch his
breath, though the ladder still
leaned dangerously to one side.
“Dangit Jeb!” Huey said finally.
“What are you doin’ sneakin’ up
on me like that?!” He grumbled
and looked down at Jeb. The
motion of his head turning to
one side was all it took to make
the ladder started to slide. Time
seemed to slow as the ladder
inched along, gaining momentum
inch by inch.
“Oh heck,” Huey said in a soft
voice that sounded surprisingly
calm, almost resigned. The ladder
toppled, and he fell to the earth
with a WHUMP, just inches from
Jeb’s feet. Huey was flat on his
back with his arms and legs spread
wide as if he was attempting to
make a snow angel in the dirt.
“I told you to be more careful on
your ladder,” Jeb chided, lowering
himself down on his haunches,
and giving Huey a pat on the
cheek. “Now, tell me. What exactly are you doing?”
“Ughhhh,” Huey moaned and
winced at the pat before sitting up
and motioning at the lean-to. “I’m
building a lean-to, what’s it look
like?” He grumbled and arched
his back, causing more than a few
cracks and pops.
“I can see that. I meant, what are
you building it for?” replied Jeb.
“It’s for Betsy.”
“Who’s Betsy? Did you meet a
lady-friend?” Jeb said with a hint
of hope in his voice.

“What? No! Betsy is the Holstein
I just bought at the farm ’round
the corner.”
Jeb looked perplexed. “Huey, in
all the time I’ve known you and all
the weird things I’ve heard come
out of your mouth....”
“Now listen,” Huey replied, wincing as he cracked his back again, “I
know I cooked up a few schemes
that didn’t pan out, but this time
I got it!” He rolled to his side and
slowly got to his feet. Jeb reached
out a hand to help, which Huey
gladly accepted.

aged to puff out his chest in pride
before answering, “Cow power!”
he said, raising his finger to the
sky triumphantly.
Jeb blinked in confusion and
didn’t respond. Huey raised both
eyebrows in surprise. “You’ve never
heard of it?”
“Cow Power is a form of bioenergy they sometimes use on larger
farms. They collect methane gas
that runs......a.....generat......oh,
dear,” Jeb said in realization, again
shaking his head.
“That’s right!” Huey said, ignoring
Jeb’s head shake. “I read up on it
and went down and got me a generator that runs on methane!” he
said, setting his hands on his hips
proudly. “Then I went and bought
a cow.”
“Huey, that’s lovely, but where is
your digester?” asked Jeb.
“My what?” Huey said scratching
his head.

“Oh?” Jeb asked.
Huey was still breathing heavily,
but he managed to nod a gesture
at a large metal box that sat beside
his house, attached to tank of
some sort. “Generator,” he said by
way of explanation.
Jeb stared at it before looking at
Huey and then back at the generator. “Huey...” he began and then
paused as if trying to work something out in his mind. Finally he
shook his head and said, “Ok, I
give up. What does the cow have
to do with the generator?”
Huey, though still in pain, man-

methane, don’t you think?”
Jeb nodded and pushed his glasses
up onto the bridge of his nose. “I
have no doubt. But how are you
planning on collecting it, exactly?”
Huey handed the lead rope for
Betsy over to Jeb and then he
shuffled over to the generator. He
picked up a long rubber tube with
a funny looking contraption on
the end. “I thought this thing up
myself. The way I figure it, methane comes out of the south end of
a cow in large quantities. This here
collector straps over the cow’s hind
end, that way every time it passes
gas, it fuels up the generator!”
Jeb stared for a long time, not
moving, mouth hanging open
while he processed what Huey was
saying. After a minute the absurdity of it got to him and he doubled
over laughing. He laughed so hard
he had to place his hands on his
knees to support himself.
“HAAAAHAHAHAHAHA

You.......HAHAHA.....passes gas....
HAHAHAHAAAAAHAHA” he
slapped his knee once before gripping his stomach, having to unbutton the tweed jacket with the
leather elbow pads he was wearing.
Huey’s face turned red and he
frowned. “What?! Jeb...what’s so
funny?” he grumbled, setting his
hands on his hips, then giving Jeb
a stern look.
Jeb raised his hands palm out in
surrender to calm Huey down.
Dabbing the tears from his eyes
he still chuckled intermittently as
he responded. “Manure...Huey...
heh…hehehe...Cow power comes
from cow manure. Not when they
pass gas.” And then he burst out
laughing again.
Huey blinked and scratched his
head, examining his contraption
again. “Manure ain’t methane,” he
said scratching his head.
Jeb, still laughing, managed
to compose himself enough to

Jeb decided to back up the conversation a little, suspicious that,
as usual, Huey didn’t completely
understand what he was doing.
“Alright, how about you show me
precisely what you had planned,”
Jeb suggested.
Huey nodded and trotted off
around the back of the house,
“I’ll be right back with Betsy!” he
called over his shoulder.
He returned a moment later
leading a milking cow with a bell
hanging around its neck. The bell
made a soft bong with every loping step the cow took. “Jeb, this is
Betsy. Betsy, this is Jeb,” he said,
introducing them. “Betsy here is
going to make me a whole lotta
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explain. “No, it definitely isn’t.
That’s what a digester is for. You
shovel the manure into the digester and then lots of bacteria
break down the manure, just like
they would naturally. You shove it
in the digester to let the bacteria
‘digest’ the manure, so to speak,
and as it breaks it down methane
is released. The digester collects
the methane and stores it to use in
the generators.” He dabbed at his
watering eyes again with a little
chuckle. “Passing gas. Honestly
Huey, how do you come up with
this stuff?” he said, laughing again.
Huey blinked and frowned. “Are
you sure?” he replied. But he knew
Jeb had to be right.

small enough for one cow. We can
take the Prudent Living Train,”
Jeb said, handing Betsy’s lead over.
Huey took it and led Betsy under
the lean-to.
“You’d help me?” he asked, tying
off the lead.
“Yes,” Jeb said smiling. “Haven’t
you ever toured the Rotoba Farm
over on Rte. 5?”
Huey shook his head. “I been
meaning to. I just haven’t gotten
around to it,” he replied.
Jeb smiled and patted him on the
back. “Well, let’s head over there.
Maybe they’ll have some ideas on
what we can use to make a digester

“Why sure. You better put some
ice on that thumb though. It’s
starting to swell,” Jeb said, motioning to the thumb Huey had
struck with the hammer.
“Alright, I’ll be out in a minute,”
Huey said and went into the house
to fetch some ice cubes.
“Passing gas...” Jeb muttered, turning to his pickup, still chuckling
and shaking his head.

Prudent Living Social Network
Like us on Facebook,
Follow us on Twitter
and Watch us on YouTube!
Follow Us and Join In!
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FREE SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
SEMINARS &
WORKSHOPS FOR...
HOME:
• Home Safety
• Home Security
• First Aid/CPR
• Quilting
• Yarn/Spinning/Knitting
• Cooking/Baking
• Gardening
• Bee Hives/Honey
• Landscaping
• Making Beer/Wine
• Computers
HOME BUSINESS:
• Estate Planning
• Finances
• Insurance
• Starting a Business at Home
• Retirement Planning
SPORTS & OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES:
• Jogging/Running
• Running Safety
• Coaching/Training
• Cycling
• Bicycle Repair
• Boating Safety
• Canoeing
• Kayaking
• Hunting Safety
• Fishing
• Physical Therapy
FARMING:
• Raising Animals for Food
• Butchering
• Feed Options
• Fencing
• Animal Bi-products

Ready to learn AND have
fun at the same time?

Join Us for FREE
SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS!
Prudent Living Inc., an Upper Valley
company offering services, strategies,
products and a community that
encourage a prudent way of life, in
partnership with LaValley Building
Supply, will be providing a variety of
seminars and workshops for YOU.
These interesting, hands-on forums
will be full of practical information and
methodologies to encourage a prudent
lifestyle at your home, in the garden,
and with your hobbies and interests.
And for those who anticipate building a
new home or renovating their existing
home and are looking for answers to
questions about smart construction
practices, renewable energy options,
and other construction needs, be sure
to sign up for our insightful seminars.
LOCATION:
LaValley Building Supply
Colonial Plaza
PO Box 5143
West Lebanon, NH 03784
Phone: 888-393-2553

SEMINARS &
WORKSHOPS FOR...
NEW CONSTRUCTION &
RENOVATIONS:
• Building Science
• Energy Codes
• Local Building Codes
• Permits
• Electrical Codes
• Design
• Foundations
• Site
• Energy Star
• Lead Safety
• Finances
• Insurances
• Square Foot Price
(Truth or Myth?)
RENEWABLE ENERGIES:
• Photovoltaic Modules (PV)
• Solar Hot Water
• Geothermal
• Wind Turbines
• Generators
FUELS & ELECTRICAL
POWER:
• Wood Fuel Sciences
• Propane
• Natural Gas
• Oil/Kerosene
• Coal
• Electricity
KID’S DAY:
• Crafts
• Music
• Games

Prudent Living Magazine is published online quarterly
with articles ranging from news of our renewable energy
installs to gardening tips to financial advice; it’s all here,
and it’s all free. Sign up to receive the next issue online.

The Prudent Living Newsletter is sent out every other
week with updates from our blogs, deals from Prudent
Living Market, and a featured article from the magazine.

Follow our On the Home Front blog posts through the
week as Nancy Wolff shares topics that include reviews
of Prudent Living Market items, living frugally, organic
gardening, pantry management, and delicious recipes.

The Weekly Tip features Jebediah Forethought, our
“professor of prudence,” who relays a valuable tip to
you from a member of the Prudent Living team.

Prudent Living Market is an online retailer offering
products that encourage a prudent way of life. We are
dedicated to finding products that help people reconnect
to a lifestyle of self-reliance and independence.

Visit PrudentLiving.com to sign up for these valuable resources
“This was an amazing way to talk to my children about different
types of power. All the different things to see and buttons to push;
what an experience. Even my 8 month old loved it!” –Eric Renninger

Seminar & Workshop Questions? CONTACT Prudent Living at 866-924-3235 x106
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When the barn door flew open after chores, they
were very careful not to act differently as they
didn’t want to arouse suspicion. They pretended
to mingle with the other cows, pushing and
shoving and staring aimlessly as cows often do.
When they saw Grandpa Bob finally leave the
barn with his daughter and go into the farmhouse for dinner, Howard said, “Let’s do it!”

Has Anyone Seen Howard the Cow?
A “True” Story About Life on Rotoba Farm

It was a late autumn day in 1973, when it happened
at the Rotoba Dairy Farm on Rte. 5 in Windsor,
Vermont. Grandpa Bob and his daughter had just
finished their chores of milking over 100 head of
Holstein cows. Twice a day and seven days a week, the
cow barn was a busy place. During this time the cows
were fed, the stalls were cleaned, and bedding was
prepared so that they would have a comfortable place
to rest.
This day was different. For months, seven of the cows
had been conspiring with each other to escape the
farm and this would be the night they would make
their “moo-ve.” They wanted a different life. Boredom
and routine had taken its toll on the black and whites.
The cows felt milked for all they were worth and
believed that they were meant for something better.
They had been watching all the people coming and
going at the A&W Root Beer Stand on the other side
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of Rte. 5. “If we could sneak out we would be free like
they are,” Howard said to the other cows, “but we’ll
have to plan it carefully.” Howard was their leader. She
was the best milking cow in the barn. She would often
give over 100 pounds of milk in one milking. When
Howard got a thought into her head, there was no
changing it. She had made up her mind to escape the
farm and find her freedom.
During a stretch of Indian Summer, after the evening
chores, she would walk the fence line with her six
friends, checking for weak fence posts. As they pretended to graze, they would bump the posts with the
side of their huge bodies to see which ones were rotting. They soon discovered a section of fence that was
just hanging on rotten posts, suspended only by the
memory of what they used to be. So Howard and her
six friends agreed to wait for the perfect time to make
their “Moo-ve.” This was that night.

She was first to run the fence. It fell over even
easier than she thought it would. She scrambled
up a small but rather steep embankment and her
six friends followed quickly in line behind her.
Suddenly she saw a bright light coming straight
toward her. “This is a sign of freedom,” she
thought, not realizing that it was a Northbound
Amtrak train, called “The Montrealer.” Legend
has it that Howard’s six friends were killed instantly, while she whisked away on the front of
the engine’s cow catcher, never to be heard from
or seen again.
Sure, some say that she was spotted cow-ering
in the bushes near the Rail Yard at White River
Junction, about 10 miles north of the farm.
And others claim to have seen a black and white
cow wandering aimlessly around the streets of
Montreal on moo-less nights. The legend grew
to such an extent that someone proposed making a “moo-vie” about the whole thing. But that
hasn’t happened … yet.
If you are reading this to your kids, just stop
with the previous paragraph and let their imagination take over when they see Howard attached
to the front of the train in the diorama. What
really happened is that all the cows were killed
by that train, but, except for “Howard,” their
real names have been withheld because nobody
could identify their next of kin. The rest of the
herd decided that the grass on their side of the
fence wasn’t so bad after all.
There are two things we can learn from this
story. The first one is that fences and boundaries
are a good thing, even if you’re not a cow. The
second one is that if you see a bright light coming
toward you “Get off the track!” It’s the Prudent
thing to do.
by Paul Biebel
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Get Geared Up for the Season
at the Prudent Living Market
Helping You Prepare for the Coming
Seasonal Changes One Step at a Time

10%
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Order!

Order Your Gear Today: Prudentlivingmarket.com
Exclusive Magazine Offer:
Enter code “4SEASONS” at checkout
and receive 10% off your entire order!
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